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Title of Walk Dos Fuertes from Col de Garga

Location of Start Benimaurell

Key Statistics for walk - Distance in km 7

Key Statistics for walk - Ascent in m 300

Key Statistics for walk - Walking time and 
total completion time including any stops

1hr51mins
3hrs

Key Statistics for walk - Grade (using CBMW 
system)

M/A

Grid reference of start point (if known) Lat:-  38.773525,  Long:-  -0.127500 

Directions to Start On entering village take first right and follow road 
around edge of village, past bar Les Rogetes (old bar 
Oasis), left at refuse bins then right. Proceed out of 
village to the Col and park near the Bar/Restaurante

Short walk description A pleasant walk in some stunning scenery

Full Walk Description Elapsed 
Walking 
Time/Distance 
so far

Walk back the way you came and after 30m turn R and pick up a Y/W path going 
through some trees to a track.(m 190) Turn R and past wooden house with 
caravans,animals, etc. Take the path to the L and reach a path intersection with a 
signpost (10mins,0.68km)

The route for the entire walk is marked Y/W

Turn R signed “Font de la Carrasca” onto path (which becomes a little used track after 
about 200m) down to a wider track and turn R. (6mins, 0.31km)

After 180m with wire fence on LHS side turn L onto path by the side of the wire fence. 
Continue to a track and turn L. Within 50m turn R before ruin onto a path that soon 
becomes a mozarabic path. (7mins, 0.39km)

Proceed past font (km2.35) down to part concrete surfaced track and turn L. (17mins, 
1.15km)

Proceed down to road (3mins, 0.22km)

Turn R signed PR CV 181 Font de la Mata. Continue to where a mozarabic path joins 

10mins, 0.68km

16mins, 0.99km

23mins, 1.38km

40mins, 2.53km

43mins, 2.75km
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from the L. (14mins, 0.95km)

Take this path signed Font de la Mata 300m and Coll de Garga 3.3km. Continue past 
Font on your LHS and ignore path joining from LHS (km4.03). Path becomes concrete 
surfaced (km 4.20) and joins a track (12mins, 0.57km

Turn L onto this track. Turn R at a building. (5mins, 0.35km)

After 50m turn L onto a path. Go past an era on your LHS (km4.71) and up to a track. 
(10mins, 0.50km)

Turn R onto this track and L onto a path. (14mins, 0.98km)

Go R at fork after 20m, past a house and ruin on RHS. (9mins, 0.43km)

Continue, past a rubble stone wall (of sorts), past a house on your LHS (km6.66) join 
track and go R back to the cars. (4mins, 0.23km)

57mins 3.70km

1hr9min,4.27km

1hr14min,4.62km

1hr24min,5.12km

1hr38min,6.10km

1hr47min,6.53km

1hr51min,6.76km

Walk Recommendations or restrictions None

Route followed outlined in Red


